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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

6.1. Conclusion

This research analyzes the influence of democracy on corruption in Asian

democracy country period 2010-2015. This research uses another variable which is

human development index. This research has a time series data and cross-section

from 2010-2015 and analyze 22 Asian Democracy country. So the conclusion of this

research are:

a. Democracy has a positive influence and not significantaffected to corruption

perception index in Asian Democracy country on period 2010 until 2015. It is

based on the regression coefficient of the variable democracy index with positive

coefficients of 0.138629 on corruption and has Probability 0.0656 > 0.05, which

means the regression coefficient is positive and not significant.

b. Human Development Index has a positive influence and significant affected to

corruption perception index in Asian Democracy country on period 2010 until

2015. It is based on the regression coefficient of the variable HDI with positive

coefficients of 11.20160on corruption and has Probability 0.0000< 0.05, which

mean the regression coefficient is positive and significant.
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6.2. Suggestion

Based on conclusions above, then – put forward some suggestions as follows:

a. For The Government and Society of Asian Democracy Country.

Democracy index and human development index has positive influence in

increasing corruption perception index in Asian democracy country examined, then

the democracy index and human development index should continue to be improved

in order to get a high score on the corruption perception index which ultimately can

provide prosperity for communities across the country. Moreover, in Asian, the

problem of corruption is still quite high visible from the corruption perceptions index.

Therefore, cooperation among Asian countries needs to be increased again in order to

fight corruption for the sake of the realization of human development high on Asian

democracy country. Especially to Indonesia, we must seen Singapore, while their

democracy index not too high than Indonesia, but the CPI higher than us.

b. For CivitasAcademica.

a. May use other variables or state/other countries to enrich the insights into

human development.

b. May use other analytical tools such as Error Correction Model so that it can be

known to be short term and long term of the variables examined against human

development. As well as the analysis of causality thus known cause and effect of the

variables examined.
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